NOTE
The First Word: The President's Place in "Legislative History"
Legislative history, in its broadest sense, includes all relevant events occurring before final enactment. In its narrower, more usual, and legally most controversial sense, it refers to the "relevant events comprising the enactment process."1 Courts have identified certain sources outside the text of statutes as particularly relevant pieces of legislative history for statutory interpretation purposes. 2 Courts interpreting statutes use these "extrinsic aids" to provide background information about the circumstances that led to the enactment of the statute, to highlight the mischief at which the statute was aimed, or to signal the goal of the legislation. (6 Wheat.) 264, 418 (1821) ("The opinion of the Federalist has always been considered as of great authority •••• Its intrinsic merit entitles it to this high rank; and the part two of its authors performed in framing the constitution, put it very much in their power to explain the views with which it was framed."). The Court then expanded the use of extrinsic aids to help in defining the scope of certain federal statutes. See, e.g., Church of the Holy Trinity v. United States, 143 U.S. 457, 459 (1892) (The Court reasoned that "a thing may be within the letter of the statute and yet not within the statute, because not within its spirit, nor within the intention of its makers."). A period followed during which courts were reluctant to use any extrinsic sources; they subscribed generally to the "plain meaning'' rule. See, e.g., United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Assn., 166 U.S. 290, 318 (1896) ("There is, too, a general acquiescence in the doctrine that debates in Congress are not appropriate sources of information from which to discover ip.e meaning of the language of a statute passed by that body."); Red C. Oil Mfg. Co. v. Board of Agric., 172 F. 695, 711 (E.D.N.C. 1909) ("The law as it passed is the will of the majority of both Houses, and the only mode in which that will is spoken is the act itself; and we must gather their intention from the language [] used .. •• cannot be properly considered in construing this statute."). A trend toward a more liberal use of such aids gradually developed, causing the courts to use legislative history almost as a matter of routine. See, e.g., Harrison v. Northern Trust Co., 317 U.S. 476 (1943) (holding that the court below erred in refusing to consider legislative history of a revenue act); United States v. Dickerson, 310 U.S. 554, 562 (1940) ("It would be anomalous to close our minds to persuasive evidence of intention on the ground that reasonable men could not differ as to the meaning of the words. Legislative materials ... can scarcely be deemed to be incompetent or irrelevant."); United States v. American Trucking Assns., 310 U.S. 534, 543-44 (1940) (Expressly disregarding the plain meaning rule, the Court stated that " [w] hen aid to construction of the meaning of words, as used in the statute, is available, there certainly can be no 'rule oflaw' which forbids its use .••. ").
Indeed, the recent trend has been toward an ever-greater reliance on legislative materials. During the ten-year period ending in 1979, the Supreme Court cited three times as many legislative historical documents as in the ten-year period ending in 1947. Carro & Brann, The U.S.
Supreme Court and the Use of Legislative Histories: A Statistical Analysis, 22 JURIMETRICS J.
399 [Vol. 89:399 cinctly stated, the rationale behind using extrinsic aids is to discern Congress' intent: 4 to find what the legislature meant to accomplish by enacting the particular statute. 5 The search for relevant extrinsic aids has traditionally been confined to a few classes-of mandarin materials. For example, courts frequently rely on committee reports as documents that encapsulate legislative intent. 6 Courts routinely use committee reports because the reports "represent[] the considered and collective understanding of those Congressmen involved in drafting and studying proposed Iegislation."7 Typically including a section-by-section analysis of the particular provisions of a bill, committee reports identify the problems that gave rise to the need for new legislation; the reports then outline the 294, 304 (1982) . Moreover, the greatest increase in legislative materials cited occurred in the tenyear period ending in 1979. Id. This may well signal a further increase in the use of legislative historical materials since 1979, and foreshadow growth in the future. But see Eskridge, The New Textualism. 37 UCLA L. REv. 621, 656 (1990) 6. See Garcia v. United States, 469 U.S. 70, 76 (1984) ("In surveying legislative history we have repeatedly stated that the authoritative source for finding the Legislature's intent lies in the Committee Reports on the bill ••.
• "); Carro & Brann, supra note 3, at 304 (Over a 40-year period, over 60% of the Supreme Court's citations to legislative history were references to committee reports.); Dickerson, Statutory Interpretation: Dipping into Legislative History, 11 HOF• STRA L. REv. 1125 REv. , 1130 REv. -32 (1983 . But see Hirschey v. FERC, 777 F.2d 1, 7-8 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (Scalia, J., concurring) ("I frankly doubt that it is ever reasonable to assume that the details, as opposed to the broad outlines of purpose, set forth in a committee report come to the attention of, much less are approved by, the house which enacts the committee's bill. And I think it time for courts to become concerned about the fact that routine deference to the detail of committee reports, and the predictable expansion in that detail which routine deference has produced, are converting a system of judicial construction into a system of committee-staff prescription." (footnote omitted)); Rothfeld, Read Congress's Words, Not Its Mind, Judges Say, N.Y. Times, Apr. 14, 1989, at BS, col. 3 ("Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York publicly disavowed a portion of a conference committee report that indicated a change in the tax laws was intended to affect authors. In a letter to The New York Times, he wrote: 'I do not ever recall the subject's having been raised, nor does any Senator or Representative with whom I've talked. My best guess is that staff members wrote it into the report.' "). general solutions proposed by the bill. 8 The fact that committee reports are relatively accessible for legislators to read and review bolsters the legitimacy of using committee reports for statutory interpretation. 9 Transcripts of congressional hearings are l~s useful for discerning legislative intent because they are often one-sided: 10 the majority of the witnesses testifying at a given hearing are likely to be proponents of that particular bill. 11 Furthermore, it is unclear whether transcripts of committee hearings are reasonably available for review by the legislative audience. 12 In any event, the set oflegitimate "extrinsic aids" has been primarily limited to materials that originate in Congress. 13 [Vol. 89:399 consider, however, the entire legislative background of statutes, and not limit their investigations into legislative history to certain, ready extrinsic aids. 14 As Justice Frankfurter remarked: "If the purpose of construction is the ascertainment of meaning, nothing that is logically relevant should be excluded." 15 Statutes are "organisms which exist in their environment." 16 Therefore, when interpreting a statute, courts should attempt to understand the full legislative background of that statute, not just the prepackaged scenario.
The common use of legislative history in statutory interpretation 17 makes the determination of the appropriate set of extrinsic aids extremely important. In particular, courts should pay attention to relevant presidential materials since the President plays an active role in proposing and propelling the development of particular legislation. 18 The near-exclusive focus on congressional materials, however, seems to presume that all statutes originate in Congress, that bills are actually conceived out of the independent thought and judgment of individual members of Congress. 19 Although some courts have used presidential materials to interpret statutes, they have done so sporadically -citing specific reasons for reliance on such materials, such as the lack of better indications of legislative intent, or unusually intense executive branch involvement in the development of the legislation. 21 Due to the regular influence the President has in the legislative process, it is curious that courts give presidential materials such limited attention and sparse application.
This Note examines the extent to which courts interpreting statutes should consider presidential participation in the legislative process. Part I concludes that courts should afford presidential input greater weight in statutory interpretation given the constitutional foundations and the empirical reality of the President's involvement in the lawmaking process. This conclusion follows from an examination of the President's authority to propose legislation and his power to review legislation via the presentment clause. To demonstrate the advantages of using presidential documents, Part II considers a series of cases in which courts used executive documents in the statutory interpretation process. Although federal courts have used presidential documents only sporadically, state courts have found many successful ways to use executive materials in statutory interpretation. Part III addresses the practical problems and constitutional concerns associated with using presidential documents for statutory interpretation purposes, and determines that they are illusory. This Note concludes that in many cases, although not all, presidential participation comprises a large part of the legislative process and, therefore, consideration of presidential documents and messages should constitute a regular part of courts' statutory interpretive analysis.
I. THE PRESIDENT'S ROLE IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
The point of using legislative history is to discern Congress' intent. Therefore, it might, at first inspection, seem strange to suggest that presidential documents could contain any indicia of legislative intent.
After all, Congress manifests its final intentions by voting for a particular statute. What the legislators are thinking, however, and, by logical extension, what they have read, constitutes "legislative history." The materials individual legislators consider when voting for a particular piece of legislation, therefore, are of critical importance. Due to the pervasive influence of the President in initiating certain federal legislation and in the presentment phase of lawmaking, such materials may well include presidential documents. In many cases, presidential documents present most of the issues Congress considers in its lawmaking deliberations.
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A. The President as the Originator of Legislation
From George Washington, who "wrote down his ideas for a bill on the national militia," 22 to George Bush, who recently sent Congress a draft of the Clean Air Act Amendments, 23 Presidents have initiated innumerable pieces of national legislation. 24 Section I.A. I reviews the President's constitutional power to propose federal legislation. Section 1.A.2 explores the increasing use of this power and examines the scope of the President's role in proposing new legislation.
The Constitutional Prescription
The United States Constitution specifically vests "All legislative Powers herein granted" in the two Houses of Congress. 25 was struck out, & 'and' inserted before 'recommend' in the clause 2d. sect. 2d art: X. in order to make it the duty of the President to recommend .... " 28 Although the recommendation of measures constitutes a mandatory presidential function, the frequency and scope of such proposals vary according to the motivations of different Presidents. Nevertheless, Presidents have faithfully presented messages since President Washington's first term. 29 As important as what the Constitution contains on the subject of proposing legislation, 30 however, is what it does not contain. Specifically, nothing in the text of the Constitution forbids the President from actively participating in the legislative arena. The nonexistence of such a constitutional provision has attracted attention for generations:
In the United States the failure openly to give to the President constitutional powers by the exercise of which he can influence the passage of legislation, and the adoption of policies, has naturally led to the development of somewhat secret and indirect, if not underhand, methods. The President cannot introduce a bill into Congress. But there is nothing to prevent him from having a bill drawn and inducing one of his supporters in Congress to introduce it. The President has no power to send a representative of the administration to participate in the debates in Congress. But members of the administration are often heard by the committees of Congress to which bills are referred, and the President may easily persuade some member of the legislature to be his spokesman on the floor of either of the houses.31
Of course the lack of constitutional restraint on the President's ability to influence the legislature does not translate directly into substantial presidential participation in the lawmaking process. Rather, such a dearth of constitutional restrictions merely creates the potential for presidential leadership; 32 thus the expansion of the presidential role in the legislative process has depended largely on how individual Presidents have chosen to use their influence. 33 For all practical purposes, however, the constitutional duty to propose legislation, coupled with the lack of constitutional restraints on the President's ability to influence the legislative process, has left the President in an excellent posi- 33. The Constitution does not, of course, require Congress to consider or adopt the President's recommendations. Congress thus retains the power to decide how to act, or not to act, on the proposals of the President.
[Vol. 89:399 tion to participate actively in the lawmaking process on a regular and fairly uninhibited basis.
The Presidential Practice
Although the Constitution prescribes presidential performance of a few enumerated legislative duties, 34 designing an annual legislative program and exerting influence to further its adoption were not originally part of the President's responsibilities. Nonetheless, these functions have developed over time, largely as a consequence of presidential initiative on many crucial policy issues. 35 Today, they have become expectations of the modem office and part of the criteria by which administrations are evaluated. 36 Consequently, many measures introduced in Congress each year are actually the original ideas of the President or of executive departments, simply sponsored by a selected member of Congress. 37 As one commentator observed of the 1961-1966 period:
[T]he major legislative impulses ... came from a single source -the White House. Members of Congress could retard, accelerate, or deflect those impulses, and they could expand, limit or modify the specific proposals initiated from the White House. But they could not set in motion the legislative stream itself. Constitutionally, they had every right to do n.12 (1989) (The court acknowledged that publishers' and artists' groups were instrumental to the development of the Copyright Act, and used a joint memorandum to interpret the Act.). so. Theoretically, perhaps, they had the opportunity. Practically, they did not. 38 During every session of Congress, the President sends to Capitol Hill hundreds of reports, messages, communications, and suggestions for legislation. 39 Major policy innovations often require presidential initiative. 40 Waiting for the President to propose legislation has become so common in modem times 41 that members of Co:Q.gress have actually begun to expect the administration to present a bill as a starting point for consideration of new policies and governmental actions. 42 Legislative leadership exhibited by the President has been the subject of a substantial volume of recent political science literature. The legislative body can never be depended on to be the initiator.
• • • There are just too many of us in the House. . . • Our role is to properly air options and to come up with some response. We are reduced to a reaction role to presidential policy initiatives, which can be a good working of checks and balances.
A. MAAss, CoNGRESS AND THE CoMMON GooD 15 (1983).
Representative Orval Hansen once remarked that
The president has become a principal legislator. The Congress does expect and often awaits the presidential initiatives in major areas. The congressional activity is usually one of response. It is significant that you hear a lot of criticism of the president from time to time that he hasn't sent up the program so we can't really do anything. I think this is a trend that is now irreversible.
S. WAYNE, supra note 35, at 139 (quoting Representative Hansen on an unspecified occasion). See also Barnes, Leaders to Follow, THE NEW REPUBLIC, May 14, 1990, at 18, 20 (''Today's Democrats have settled into a comfortable partnership that the president, because he gets more press coverage, is bound to dominate. 'It's much harder for us to be on the offense,' laments [House Majority Leader Richard] Gephardt. 'The Congress is not meant to be the leading force in the country. It's set up to be a check on presidential power. It can put an imprint on things. From time to time, it can set policy, but that's rare.' ").
42. See R. EGGER & J. HARRIS, supra note 19, at 83 ("Congress increasingly looks to the President to submit a legislative program and devotes most of its attention to his proposals. Formerly protocol limited the President to general reco=endations of policy, leaving the drafting of bills to members of Congress. Jealous of its prerogatives, Congress once returned a petty bill submitted by President Lincoln with a request that it be passed, declining even to consider it. Formerly bills to carry out the President's reco=endations were bootlegged to friendly members of Congress to be introduced as their own, without indicating the source, but today Congress expects the President .. Maass articulates four main reasons for the strength of the President's leadership in the legislative process. First, the legislative process normally involves recognizing a problem and asking whether new legislation is a desirable solution. 45 A President's personal leadership is likely to be particularly useful for this task because the office requires national popular election and commands extensive press coverage. 46 Second, once an issue is raised, the beginning stages of the legislative process are mostly devoted to soliciting and identifying possible solutions to the particular problem and to focusing on the more promising altematives. 47 This part of the process entails gathering a tremendous amount of information. Although the legislature may be able to attain the necessary expertise on a particular issue through the use of committees, the executive branch, with its massive professional establishment, is generally better suited to provide this type of data. 48 Third, in the early stages of the legislative process, policy proposals need to be coordinated and consistent. 49 According to Maass, the hierarchical executive branch, led by the President, is better able to perform this type of central coordination than the legislature, which is decentralized due to its committee-based organization. 5° Finally, having initiated a legislative proposal, the President is in the position "to push politely but relentlessly" 51 with interested parties who may not have been involved in choosing the preferred solution, by recommending it, and by working for its adoption. sz Maass's theory has two implications for statutory interpretation. First, if the "legislature is not the dominant influence in the legislative process,"s 3 the concentrated and often exclusive use of legislative history in the form of committee reports, committee hearings, and floor debates may be neither effective nor wise. A focus limited to congressional materials is thus underinclusive.
Second, to the extent that the President plays a sweeping role in the development of federal legislation, Congress' legislative role is confined to "critici[sm] and control."S 4 If Congress is relegated to the task of responding reactively to the presidential legislative proposals, then Congress must work from White House documents, messages, and drafts, retaining some of the President's proposed measures while rejecting others. Overlooking these presidential proposals in an analysis of legislative history thus seems irrational, especially when a stronger expression of congressional intent can be found in a pointed congressional rejection of a certain presidential proposal. ss In the same respect, if the legislature fails to reject a proposition ingrained in a legislative draft that originates in the White House, then it implicitly adopts the President's original intent. [ 57 and many of them are accompanied by presidential messages or executive branch memoranda. These documents describe the purpose of the proposed legislation and reveal the intent of its initiators. Insofar as Congress considers such documents, they are relevant to legislative history. Thus, courts should pay attention to documents which record the President's significant role in proposing legislation. 58 
B. Presentment and the President
A key step in the legislative process occurs when a bill is presented to the President for approval. Section I.B.1 reviews the constitutional requirement to present pending federal legislation to the President for final approval or rejection. Section l.B.2 explores the practical uses, for statutory interpretation purposes, of presidential documents from the presentment stage of the lawmaking process.
The Constitutional Prescription
Article I of the Constitution includes the President in the legislative process by giving him the power to review all federal legislation via the presentment clause: "Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a Law, be presented to the President of the United States; If he approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it ... . " 59 The requirement of presentment confers upon the President a formal and official role in the legislative process. 60 62. If, by contrast, the President signs the bill, the bill automatically becomes law. It is a co=on practice for the President to present a signing statement at such time. Whether presidential signing statements should be included as part of the legislative history is beyond the scope the Constitution requires that the bill be returned to the House where it originated "who shall enter the Objections at large on their Journal, and proceed to reconsider it." 63 The Constitution thus requires that the veto message be taken into consideration. Logging veto messages as part of the official legislative record ensures accessibility of the messages for review by legislators and reinforces the President's place in legislative history.
The Presidential Practice
The constitutional requirement of presentment forces legislators to bear in mind the President's views on potential legislation in order to avoid a veto. 64 As one scholar of congressional-executive relations noted: "The mere existence of the possibility of a presidential veto is sufficient normally to produce reasonably careful consultation of the President's views on the form and substance of pending legislation .
• • • " 65 The Framers appreciated the power contained in the President's veto when they included the presentment clause in the Constitution. Alexander Hamilton wrote of the veto power:
A power of this nature in the executive will often have a silent and unperceived, though forcible, operation. When men, engaged in unjustifiable pursuits, are aware that obstructions may come from a quarter which they cannot control, they will often be restrained by the bare apprehension of opposition from doing what they would with eagerness rush into if no such external impediments were to be feared. 66 Practical application of presentment thus means that legislation passed by both Houses of Congress, but substantially inconsistent with a President's views, is unlikely to be approved by the President. Congress therefore must tailor its legislative product to prevent a presiden-· of this Note. For information regarding the efficacy of using presidential signing statements in statutory interpretation, see Cross, supra note 58, at 222 tial veto. 67 The presentment requirement is even more rigorous for Congress if the President initially proposed the legislation, thereby having previously articulated his views on the legislation. In these instances, it may be additionally difficult to avoid a presidential veto if the legislation has been significantly altered. 68 On a practical level, a presidential veto message may prove helpful for statutory interpretation purposes in two particular instances. First, a presidential veto message can aid statutory interpretation if Congress successfully overrides the veto. Since a veto message ordinarily concentrates on the provisions of the rejected bill, 69 and since it seems reasonable to assume that the legislature considers the criticisms the President offers, 70 the veto message and Congress' response stand as important parts oflegislative history. On the one hand, ifthe President gives his interpretation of the bill and Congress responds vehemently by rejecting that interpretation and emphasizing an alternative interpretation, then the courts have a great insight into legislative intent. 71 On the other hand, if the President interprets the bill and Congress overrides the veto without rejecting the President's interpretation, then the courts can rationally use the President's view to support their interpretation. 72 In such a case, Congress can be said to have agreed with the President's interpretation and enacted the bill anyway.
The second way in which the presentment stage is applicable to the statutory interpretation process occurs when the President successfully vetoes a bill. Although a successful veto means that the original bill never becomes law, a similar bill may well be passed later in its stead. If the President signs the subsequent bill, courts should be able to use the President's veto message from the original bill to infer that the later bill takes into account the objections and policy preferences of the President. 73 In this capacity, the President's veto message 67 . Although there exists the possibility of a legislative override of the President's veto, the prospect of obtaining the required two-thirds majority is slim. The combination of the power to propose legislation and the power to veto means that the President may, in some circumstances, exercise the first and last say in the enactment of federal legislation. 75 Presidential documents may shed light on a statute's meaning by revealing what Congress was told a bill meant -and therefore what Congress probably thought the bill meant. These documents may also provide a chance for Congress to say for itself what a bill meant, by endorsing or rejecting the President's interpretation. Courts should therefore consider, when exploring the "legislative history" of a given statute, the President's role in developing that statute. Until now, however, courts have generally ignored this aspect of the legislative process; they have therefore neglected to explore the whole legislative history of some statutes.
II. LIMITED PAST APPLICATION
Historically, there have been a few instances in which the Supreme Court, recognizing the important role the President plays in the lawmaking process, has used executive documents to interpret statutes. 76 Although this Part highlights a series of cases in which courts did use executive documents, the discussion should not obscure the point that courts too rarely consider presidential materials. 77 This short survey of cases merely serves to show how executive materials can be used effectively when courts face difficult statutory interpretation questions. 78 In Johnson, the Court examined an act of Congress which provided that a railroad employee "injured by any locomotive, car, or train in use contrary to the provision of this act" would not be deemed to have assumed the risk ofinjury. 79 The issue was whether operating a locomotive without automatic couplers violated section 2 of the Act, which required automatic couplers on "cars." 80 The court of appeals had held that the Act's coupler restrictions applied only to "cars" and not to "locomotives." 81 Because another section of the statute specifically addressed locomotives, requiring them to be equipped with particular safety equipment (but not automatic couplers), the court of appeals inferred that if Congress had wanted to include locomotives in section 2, it would have referred to both cars and locomotives. 8 2
A. In Federal Court
The Supreme Court, however, found that Congress had used the word "car" in its generic sense in section 2, and that the Act "plainly forbade ... the use of cars which could not be coupled together automatically by impact .... " 83 The Court felt that this interpretation of the scope of the statute was supported "by the circumstances surrounding its enactment .... " 84 The Court specifically noted that President Harrison, in his annual messages of 1889, 1890, 1891, and 1892, had urged Congress to enact legislation to "obviate and reduce the loss of life and the injuries due to the prevailing method of coupling and braking." 85 In his first message to Congress, President Harrison stated:
It is competent, I think, for Congress to require uniformity in the construction of cars used in interstate commerce, and the use of improved safety appliances upon such trains. . . . It is a reproach to our civilization that any class of American workmen should, in the pursuit of a necessary and useful vocation, be subjected to a peril of life and limb as 78. 196 The Court reasoned that, given the persistence of reports such as these, Congress clearly had in mind that the couplers would eliminate the need for railroad workers to go between any two cars; whether or not one of the cars happened to be a locomotive was not particularly relevant. 88 The impetus for the Act in Johnson came from the White House; quite naturally, therefore, presidential documents prove helpful in interpreting the Act. The Johnson case thus serves as a prime example of how courts can practically and productively use presidential messages as an aid in statutory interpretation.
In a more recent case, United States v. Reitano, 89 the Second Circuit analyzed a presidential message to resolve a difficult interpretive question. In Reitano, the defendant was charged with conducting an illegal gambling business under the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970; 90 specifically, he facilitated the playing of "rough-and-tumble" blackjack at his nightclub. 91 The game of rough-and-tumble blackjack requires players to compete against each other: the gambling establishment collects the bets placed on each deal of the cards, retains a percentage, and then pays the winner from the bets collected. 92 The Act defines an "illegal gambling business" as one that, among other things, "has a gross revenue of $2,000 in a single day." 93 In appealing his conviction, the defendant argued that since rough-andtumble blackjack involves no bets against the house, the amounts wagered did not constitute "revenue" within the meaning of the Act. 94 Unfortunately, Congress did not define "gross revenue" in the Act. The court reasoned, however, that "the-language used in the legislative history suggests that [Congress] ment." 95 Specifically, the court noted that a message from the President "had urged Congress to adopt legislation making it a federal crime to engage in an illicit gambling operation from which the daily 'take' was more than $2,000 .... " 96 In common usage, the court reasoned that the term "take"· referred to "the money received." 97 The court therefore concluded that "take" meant all the money collected, despite the fact that some of the moneys the establishment collected were paid to the winning bettors. 98 The Reitano case again illustrates the usefulness of presidential messages for statutory interpretation purposes.
Veto messages also can assist in statutory interpretation. 99 A quintessential example of the Supreme Court's use of a President's veto message and the corresponding congressional response is NLRB v.
Robbins Tire & Rubber Co. 100 In this Freedom of Information Act case, the Court sought guidance from President Ford's veto message. The message expressed concern that exemption 7(A) of the Act "would require the Government to 'proye . . . separately for each paragraph of each document -that disclosure "would" cause' a specific harm" 101 in order to exempt that document from disclosure under the Act. Representative Moorehead, a key supporter of the bill, called the President's view "ludicrous." 102 Senator Hart similarly remarked that "the 'burden is substantially less than we would be led to believe by the President's message.' " 103 These exchanges, garnered through the presentment stage of the legislative process, helped the Court to determine that the President's interpretation was far from the intent of Congress. Since Congress rejected the President's "ludicrous" view,1 04 the Court deduced that Congress intended a more moderate interpretation of the ability of the government agencies to conceal documents under exemption 7(A). 105 A presidential veto message can be used to 95 eliminate competing interpretations and reach an interpretation close to the legislature's true intention. 106 The Robbins decision highlights the applicability of veto messages in statutory interpretation. Ignoring such a blatant indication of legislative intent garnered through the use of presidential documents seems "ludicrous." Despite the three previously mentioned cases, the federal courts' use of presidential materials in statutory interpretation has been very sporadic. Usually the courts mention presidential materials only when there are no other indicia of legislative intent.101 Presidential documents should, however, be used on a regular basis for effective statutory interpretation.
B. In State Court
The President's role in the legislative process finds parallels in most state systems because state executives are usually vested with the power to propose new state legislation. 108 Interestingly, state courts commonly use gubernatorial statements and veto messages to discern legislative intent.109
An illustrative example is found in [Vol. 89:399 ticle 9 of Alaska's version of the Uniform Commercial Code 111 applied to a security agreement between the state and a borrower. 112 The Alaska legislature had expanded upon U.C.C. § 9-104, which defines the scope of article 9, by stating that article 9 does not apply "to a security interest created by or on behalf of the state." 113 The appellees, seeking to find the transaction outside of article 9, argued that in the Alaska version of the statute "by" refers to the state as a debtor, and "on behalf of" is synonymous with "in favor of" and refers to the state as a creditor. 114 The court, however, reasoned that the phrase "on behalf of" conveyed the notion of an official acting for the state, and thus interpreted Alaska's amendment as inapplicable to the state as a creditor.m To arrive at this interpretation, the court considered a letter the governor had written to the legislature transmitting the proposed amendment: It is difficult to believe that the provisions of the Uniform Commercial
Code were intended to apply to the sale of public securities, yet through apparent inadvertency said transactions were omitted from the list of those transactions not governed by the Uniform Commercial Code. It is impractical to expect public entities such as the state and its subdivisions to comply with the provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code when obtaining debt financing. Therefore, this bill is designed to clarify the true intent of the Uniform Commercial Code so that its scope cannot be misinterpreted. 11 6 The court reasoned that this letter clearly supported an interpretation limiting Alaska's amendment to situations in which the state is a borrower.117 Such a letter from the executive, particularly one addressed to the state legislature, proved very useful in the statutory interpretation process.
In message outlined the governor's view as to the effect of a budget bill section. In particular, the governor's message stated that "Sections 1007, 1010, 1053 and 1054 of the statutes, relates to placing a statute of limitations on equal rights cases .... " 120 The court noted that the legislature had adopted the governor's proposed bill without amendment and then reasoned that "a court can ascertain that the legislature adopted the executive's intent behind a section contained in the budget bill if it goes through legislative scrutiny without amendment." 121 The court found that the executive intent behind section 1053 of the budget bill was the creation of a statute of limitations. 122 It reasoned that, due to the lack of explicit congressional response to the governor's message, the legislative intent behind section 111.36(1) was to make a statute of limitations and not a statute concerning subject matter jurisdiction.123 Recognizing that executive documents might shed light on a difficult interpretive question, the state court made use of an executive statement to discern legislative intent.
Similarly, state courts have found gubernatorial veto messages probative for the statutory interpretation process. 12 4 MacCuish v. Volkswagenwerk 125 raised the interpretive question of whether the Massachusetts wrongful death statute allowed recovery for "grief, anguish and bereavement of the survivors." 126 When the legislature originally passed the bill, it contained three paragraphs regarding compensatory damages. The first allowed recovery of the "fair monetary value" of the decedent, 127 the second allowed recovery of funeral expenses, 128 and the third allowed damages for "grief, anguish and [Vol. 89:399 bereavement of the survivors." 129 After presentment, 130 the governor deleted paragraph three before returning the bill to the legislature.131 The governor explained the deletion, stating that he was not convinced that the statute "should also authorize ... compensation for [the items in paragraph 3]." 132 The court reasoned that the legislature, in approving the governor's deletions, indicated that it did not intend to compensate for the excluded items. 133 As a result of this interpretation, the court held that jury instructions excluding damages for bereavement would have been proper and advisable. 134 This case serves as a straightforward illustration of the usefulness of executive veto messages. 135
State courts have used many different kinds of executive materials to assist them in discerning legislative intent. 136 As Justice Brandeis aptly observed, it is one of the "happy incidents of the federal system" that state courts can function as the little laboratories of the federal court system. 137 State courts' successes with using executive documents to interpret statutes justifies increasing the federal courts' use of presidential documents.
III. THE PRESIDENT'S PLACE IN LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Because the President has become a major player in the legislative process, it seems reasonable to consider presidential materials when exploring the "legislative history" of a given statute. Some courts have occasionally recognized the President's role in the lawmaking process and have taken the next logical step: using presidential documents as an aid to statutory interpretation. 138 In general, however, courts remain unconvinced and rarely consider presidential documents. Section III.A focuses on the skepticism surrounding the legislators' actual awareness of presidential documents, a key argument against using these documents. Section III.B analyzes the constitu-129. MacCuish, 22 Mass. App. Ct. at 394, 494 N.E.2d at 398.
Under the Massachusetts constitution:
No bill or resolve of the senate or the house of representatives shall become a law, and have force as such, until it shall have been laid before the governor for his revisal; and if he, upon such revision, approve thereof, he shall signify his approbation by signing the same.
MAss. CoNST In interpreting the Act, the Court conceded that it was unsure whether Congress relied on this report when it enacted the legislation. Kosak, 465 U.S. at 856. The Court reasoned, however, that insofar as the "report embodied the views of the Executive Department at the stage of the debates over the tort claims bill, it is likely that, at some point, the report was brought to the attention of the Congressmen considering the bill." Kosak, 465 U.S. at 857 n. Despite the availability of information regarding the President's legislative proposals, whether legislators are ever actually aware of them is unclear. Most of the legislative information that individual members of Congress receive is synthesized from the massive literature that arrives in their offices and is channeled to them by their staff. 147 Most likely, congressional staffs gain information about the President's position on particular legislation from the sources mentioned above and pass it on to the members of Congress.1 48 In this way, the President's views on pending legislation do, in some form, reach the legislators.149 144. The Public Papers of the Presidents is an annual collection of the same type of materials, but it is arranged and bound in a final format. The bound Public Papers do not usually appear until several years after the original appearance of the materials. Therefore, they do not lend much assistance since legislators cannot consider them before voting on statutes.
145. 
B. Constitutional Concerns
As previously mentioned, courts employ legislative history in the statutory interpretation process in order to discern congressional intent. 150 This Note argues that presidential documents, as indicators of legislative intent, should be included in the legislative history considered in the statutory interpretation process. Bringing the executive into the lawmaking process, however, seems to raise separation of powers concerns automatically. These concerns generally begin with the reminder that the Constitution vests "All legislative Powers" in Congress. 151 Use of executive documents which purport to encapsulate the intent of the legislature in passing the bill is thus considered an executive intrusion into a legislative function. A complementary argument is that although making legislative history is not itself an exercise of article I lawmaking power, the creation oflegislative history derives whatever authority it has from the fact that article I legislators produced it, and in this regard, presidential documents do not contain the requisite legislative labor.
Separation of powers concerns arising from the use of presidential documents in statutory interpretation, however, can be addressed on two levels. First, the Constitution sets the parameters for the legitimate involvement of the President in the lawmaking process; specifically, it grants the President the power to propose and veto legislation. 152 Therefore, in vetoing a bill passed by the legislature, for instance, the President should be perceived as operating in his legislative capacity. 153 Thus there seems to be no intrusion on legislative "turf," and hence no separation of powers violation, because the President is simply acting out his specifically designated legislative function. Second, since the legislature reviews and considers both presidential proposals. and veto messages, 154 legislators have the opportunity to accept or reject the President's views expressed in presidential documents. Due to this review by the legislators, presidential documents and messages become part of legislators' understanding of [Vol. 89:399 the legislation -they become part of legislative intent. This Note maintains that presidential documents should be used only as evidence of legislative intent. This use of legislative intent obviates claims of aggrandizement of executive power and prevents circumvention of the 'legislature in the lawmaking process. Ensuring that legislative powers remain with the legislature, in turn, avoids separation of powers problems. 155 The consequences of excluding presidential documents from the list of relevant sources of legislative history raises independent constitutional questions. One general criticism of the present near-exclusion of presidential documents from legislative history is that it gives undue weight to one branch of the federal government. 156 In particular, legislative history which does not include presidential materials ignores the role of the Executive. "In carrying out his constitutionally ordained functions, the President passes upon legislation . . . . In this regard, the President's view of the statute may be different from that of Congress ... . " 15 1 The Framers specifically included the President in the lawmaking process for a reason: to prevent "the enaction of improper laws." 158 Even Justice Frankfurter acknowledged that when the Court reviews legislation, it is evaluating "the product of both Houses of Congress and the President." 159 To this extent, the President's view should be taken into consideration in statutory interpretation; otherwise the judiciary is ignoring constitutionally prescribed executive functions. On this independent constitutional ground courts should take presidential documents into consideration in the statutory interpretation process. .
C. Too Much Legislative History
Some argue that courts have ignored the President's role in the legislative process because of the work involved in complete and 155. There might be a separation of powers problem if the courts attempted to use presiden· tial documents under the pretext of "executive intent." That is to say, conceivably courts could use presidential documents as indicators of "executive intent" -a wholly distinct concept from legislative intent. The main problem, however, with giving independent weight under the guise of executive intent to presidential documents is that doing so circumvents the legislature and raises separation of powers concerns. Using executive intent in the statutory interpretation process effectively eliminates the legislature from a role in the lawmaking process. Given that the Constitution on its face reserves "All legislative Powers" to Congress, allowing the President to create and then interpret the law seems to violate the separation of powers.
156. Cf Starr, supra note 14, at 375 (arguing that courts should not use legislative history at all: "In terms of democratic theory, the use of legislative history can distort the proper voice of each branch of our constitutional government."). proper investigations of legislative history. 160 Adding presidential documents to the list of materials to be included in legislative history would undoubtedly increase the time courts spend evaluating certain statutory interpretation problems. The tremendous growth in the federal courts' caseloads over the past few decades exacerbates this concern with increasing the obligations of the courts.16 1
To argue, however, that incomplete analyses of legislative histories are acceptable due to increasing workload is merely to suggest expediency over accuracy as a long-term solution. 162 Expansion of the domain of relevant materials would increase the courts' workload in a only few cases; the starting point for interpreting a statute should always be the language of the statute itself, so resort to legislative history is not always necessary. 163 "[T] he Supreme Court has decided almost half of its statutory interpretation cases by reference to a statute's plain meaning in each of the last three Terms." 164 Those few cases truly requiring an examination of legislative history merit a complete investigation, 165 not one unjustifiably proscribed by an avoidance of presidential materials.
CONCLUSION
Relevance is the standard for legislative history; it consists of all "relevant events comprising the enactment process." 166 Presidential materials are relevant in that the Constitution specifically prescribes both proposals and veto messages as parts of the lawmaking process. Moreover, presidential documents may be not only relevant to but highly probative of what Congress actually intended, depending on the [Vol. 89:399 particular statute involved and the activity level of the President. Finally, the President increasingly generates such materials and they are clearly available to both Congress and courts.
It is certainly not a novel concept to identify the President as a major force in the creation of federal legislation. Nevertheless, the courts fail to accord the President's active participation in enacting legislation much concrete recognition when they are interpreting statutes. This failure signifies a gap between what actually happens in the legislative process and what the courts are concluding. This Note suggests that, in order to close the fissure, the courts look at all of legislative history, including the President's contribution; bridge the gap by giving the President an appropriate place in legislative history.
-Kathryn Marie Dessayer
